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Gamess is a program for quantum mechanical
calculations of molecular properties. Gamess
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offers various basis sets, models of atoms, and
several schemes for treating electron
correlation. In addition, Gamma performs IRC
calculations for the geometry optimization of
the molecule and vibrational frequencies of the
molecule. Gamess can be downloaded free of
charge, if the e-mail is provided. The latest
version of the program can be downloaded
from the website www.gamess.com. The
program runs on Microsoft Windows platform.
Also Gamess can be used for calculation of
geometries and vibrational frequencies of
molecules using some other basis sets than the
original GAMESS ones (Gaussian-05,
Gaussian-09, and others). Gamess is an opensource program, so the users are free to make
their own modifications in the source code.
Gamess Description: Gaussian is an electronic
structure program for quantum mechanics
calculations of molecular properties. Gaussian
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does not offer any explicit electron correlation
treatments, although these treatments can be
implemented by means of linear combination
of atomic orbitals (LCAO) method and
configuration interaction (CI). Gaussian can be
downloaded free of charge, if the e-mail is
provided. The latest version of the program
can be downloaded from the website
www.gaussian.com. The program runs on
Microsoft Windows platform. Also Gaussian
can be used for calculation of geometries and
vibrational frequencies of molecules using
some other basis sets than the original
Gaussian ones. Gaussian is an open-source
program, so the users are free to make their
own modifications in the source code. Gamess
and Gaussian can be used together with
ChemCraft. Overview: -Interactive
visualization of output files from the
calculations -Support for viewing/manipulating
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spectra and other output files -Support for
input files in the text format -Support for
output files in the text format -Support for
importing/exporting data via a file-based
database -Support for calculating the
molecular structure and some properties of the
molecule -Support for converting the input file
into the Gaussian format -Support for
calculations with the standard basis sets
-Support for calculations with the DZ basis
sets -Support for calculations with the Zmatrix basis sets -Support for calculations with
the double zeta basis sets -Support for
calculations with the split-valence basis sets
-Support for calculations with the aug-cc-pVD
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--- New keys: ----------- |
chemcraft:showmolecule:title| |
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chemcraft:showmolecule:detail| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:position| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:tetrahedral| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:sp3| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:sp3| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:summary| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:footnotes| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:rmsd| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:quality| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:groups| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:stereo| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:ang| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:cf| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:strain| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:symmetry| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:label:source| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:label:source| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:group:group| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:group:scalar| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:showspatial| |
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chemcraft:showmolecule:showopt| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:showdipole| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:showdipole:nrot| |
chemcraft:showmolecule:showdipole:nrot:stat|
| chemcraft:showmolecule:showdipole:nrot:sca
lar| | chemcraft:showmolecule:showdipole:nrot:
scalar:0| | chemcraft:showmolecule:showdipole
:nrot:scalar:1| | chemcraft:showmolecule:show
dipole:nrot:scalar:2| | chemcraft:showmolecule:
showdipole:nrot:scalar:3| | chemcraft:showmol
ecule:showdipole:nrot:scalar:4| | chemcraft:sho
wmolecule:showdipole:nrot:scalar:
1d6a3396d6
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Chemcraft is a software for visualization of
molecular structures created in 3D using 3D
model of the molecule. With a Chemcraft you
can explore different angles of the molecule,
rotate, translate, remove/add elements from it
and modify its structure. This program is based
on Java application and the most popular and
available molecular modeling software
package available today. To work with this
software one should have experience in using
Java programming language. Our Expertise:
Our expertise is 3D molecular modeling. We
work in Java programming language. We are
constantly adding new features and
functionality to this software. We try to keep it
user-friendly and suitable for beginners.
Licensing Terms: The chemical structure
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editor component (SciencesLab 3D-Viewer) of
this software is licensed under GPL and GNU
LGPL License. For More information visit
www.chemcraft.org The tool supports display
of 3D-structures of molecules and ions, such
as macromolecules, protein-ligand complexes,
small molecules, oligonucleotides and some
nucleic acids. The program can read structural
data from the PDB, SDB, mol2 or mol formats
and from Cartesian coordinates and convert
them to ChemCraft-friendly files. In addition
to the molecule visualization, the program
provides functionality of computing and
analyzing the geometry of the structures and
molecules. SciencesLab 3D-Viewer is a Java
application based on Java 3D API that
supports an array of visualization features,
which may include viewing molecules in 3D,
displaying the static and dynamic properties of
molecules, and generating molecular graphs.
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3D-Viewer is bundled with ChemCraft,
therefore it is completely included in
ChemCraft! Supported file formats: The file
formats used in 3D-Viewer are: - SDB, Mol,
PDB, pdb - SDB, Mol, Cartesian coordinates SDB, Mol, Dynamics - PDB, 3D structures Mol2, 3D structures - pdb, Cartesian
coordinates - pdb, Mol2, Dynamics - Mol,
SMILES, etc The format files are in the
following: - Molecule visualization - Main
window - Properties - Graph - Display - MD Rotate - Translate - Annotate - Parameters System parameters - Options - Other General
Info: 3D-Viewer and ChemCraft support the
same
What's New in the ChemCraft?

This trial version is distributed with limited
functionality: you can use it in order to try
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ChemCraft without any subscription and in a
limited time period (90 days). If you want to
receive a detailed description of the functions
available for the trial version, please complete
this form. The primary focus of this project is
to develop an interface between noncommercial and commercial graphical
quantum chemical programs, and to provide
their users with a way of managing parallel and
serial jobs in a unified manner. The resulting
program is called "Queue Manager". The
purpose of this software is to improve the
usability of existing quantum chemistry
programs and provide a clear and convenient
way of scheduling/running jobs. Queue
Manager is being developed using Java, which
is a convenient and powerful language for
developing such software. Queue Manager
allows users to: � Schedule and run quantum
chemical jobs in parallel and/or serial mode;
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� Start, pause, stop and restart individual jobs
in queue; � Create, edit and manage new jobs
or edit parameters of existing jobs; �
Schedule jobs according to the time interval;
� Set scheduling priority for jobs; � Group
jobs by schedule priority. The GUI of Queue
Manager allows a user to: � Configure
settings of new job; � Configure parameters
for single or all jobs; � Check queue status; �
Run, pause, stop or start individual jobs. Some
of the programming features of Queue
Manager will be described below. The primary
focus of this project is to develop a robust
GUI for working with the molecular structure.
It will allow users to graphically edit and
visualize molecular geometry, molecular
orbitals, non-covalent interactions (e.g.
electrostatic, London, multipole/electrostatic
and vdW), charge distribution, etc. The
resulting software is called "ChemMol". It
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provides a set of standard tools for molecular
graphics and molecular modeling. Here are
some of the features of "ChemMol": �
Graphical representation of molecules by the
geometry of atoms (in 2D, 3D and many other
representations); � Visualization of noncovalent interactions (e.g. electrostatic,
London, multipole/electrostatic and vdW); �
Visualization of atomic charges (e.g. Mulliken,
Löwdin, and Hirshfeld); � Molecular orbitals
and electron density distribution in the form of
isosurfaces and coloured isosurfaces; �
Automated calculation of molecular
electrostatic potential (MEP); � Graph
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i3, i5, i7 Memory: 4 GB
RAM Storage: 100 MB of free disk space
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or
AMD Radeon HD 7870 with 1GB VRAM
Internet Connection: Broadband Internet
connection DirectX: Version 9.0 Other
Requirements:Genetic variability and
haplotype structure in the HTLV-I genome: the
effects of host race, time and geography. The
genetic variability of the human
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